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Palestine
Dr Fredrick Töben reflects on the tragedy that is Palestine

11.1.11, Raleigh, North Carolina, USA
Why is it that the Islamic Republic of Ira

nation that consistently is helping the Palestinian

peoples in their quest to liberate themselves from the

oppressive Zionist military machine that has called its

base ‘Israel’ though this base itself is situated on

Palestinian land?

Or to put the matter more simply: why is the Zionist

regime getting away with murdering the Palestinians?

Why is it that the nations of the world, especially those

western countries that call themselves ‘free and

democratic’, are not doing anything of substance to

help Palestine liberate itself from this terrible

oppression?

What justifies the killing in 2009 of over 1400

Palestinians in a 22-day battle consisting of the most

sophisticated weapons against individuals whose only

method of retaliation consists of futile stone

against armoured vehicles? Ten Israeli soldi

three civilians died in this operation called

Cast Iron’.1. In essence it was a military operation

against civilians, and this is indicative of the imbalance

that pervades this power struggle between Palestinians

and Zionists.

Since 2007 when Hamas won control in an open and

transparent democratic process that shamed the US

election process – which saw a Supreme Court judge

hand the presidential election to George Bush for the

second time – the Palestinians in Gaza have had

political representation that does not shy away from

confronting the Zionist regime.

Even after this devastating 22-day destructive fury

Palestinians somehow have the courage and strength to

re-organise and get on with living. 2.

That is why it is significant that on 6 January 2011

Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak met with Israeli

premier Benjamin Netanyahu at the Egyptian resort

town of Sharm Ash-Sheikh. Mubarak warned Netanyahu

not to repeat the attack the Zionists launched on Gaza

two years ago. 3.

Still, experienced Palestinian negotiators know that

while Israel continues its policy of expanding

settlements on Palestinian lands, then any negotiations
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Why is it that the Islamic Republic of Iran is the only

nation that consistently is helping the Palestinian

peoples in their quest to liberate themselves from the

oppressive Zionist military machine that has called its

base ‘Israel’ though this base itself is situated on

t the matter more simply: why is the Zionist

regime getting away with murdering the Palestinians?

Why is it that the nations of the world, especially those

western countries that call themselves ‘free and

democratic’, are not doing anything of substance to

help Palestine liberate itself from this terrible

What justifies the killing in 2009 of over 1400

day battle consisting of the most

sophisticated weapons against individuals whose only

method of retaliation consists of futile stone-throwing

against armoured vehicles? Ten Israeli soldiers and

three civilians died in this operation called ‘Operation:

. In essence it was a military operation

against civilians, and this is indicative of the imbalance

that pervades this power struggle between Palestinians

07 when Hamas won control in an open and

transparent democratic process that shamed the US-

which saw a Supreme Court judge

hand the presidential election to George Bush for the

the Palestinians in Gaza have had

presentation that does not shy away from

day destructive fury

Palestinians somehow have the courage and strength to

6 January 2011

Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak met with Israeli

premier Benjamin Netanyahu at the Egyptian resort

Sheikh. Mubarak warned Netanyahu

not to repeat the attack the Zionists launched on Gaza

d Palestinian negotiators know that

while Israel continues its policy of expanding

settlements on Palestinian lands, then any negotiations

would not be productive as Zionist good

absent.

This indicates that the Zionist mindset is not really

interested in resolving the issues facing Palestinian

survival, and that is reflected in the dialectic thinking

process used by the Zionists

win-lose method where because of superior military

strength there is no interest in resolving

conflict has become one of brutally exterminating a

people through isolation and starvation, which is

backed up within Zionist Israel by a ruthless legal

machine that supports this process of genocide.

It appears that another Muslim country

pattern of strategic thinking and so the ‘Free Gaza’

movement is born with its main base in Turkey but

having supporters from around the world.

On 31 May 2010 65 km off the Gaza coast and in

international waters two Israeli gunboats execut

plan called Operation Sea Breeze

Winds by boarding the Mavi Marmara

the six-boat Gaza Freedom Flotilla

individuals from more than 35 nations set out from

Cyprus with the aim to draw the world’s att

the fact that the Palestinian enclave, Gaza, is under

siege, and to break this blockade.

In the ensuing battle, if it can be called that, initially 19

but then reduced to 9 Turkish participants were killed

and four Israeli soldiers wounded. Of in

Israeli claim that it viewed the flotilla activity as a

provocation ‘against the Israeli military’, participants

broke ‘international law’ and warrants had been issued

by an Israeli court prohibiting anyone from entering

Gaza from the sea. 4.

World public outcry was impressive with Turkey not

shying away from outright condemnation of the Zionist

state for its brutal action against such a peaceful

protest. Turkey recalled its ambassador from Israel, as

did among others, South Africa, and Nicara

suspended diplomatic relations. Still, Israel informed

Turkey it would not apologize for this raid, and the USA

has remained silent on the issue with President Obama

merely commenting that
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would not be productive as Zionist good-will is then

This indicates that the Zionist mindset is not really

nterested in resolving the issues facing Palestinian

survival, and that is reflected in the dialectic thinking

process used by the Zionists – the Talmudic-Marxist

lose method where because of superior military

strength there is no interest in resolving the issue. The

conflict has become one of brutally exterminating a

people through isolation and starvation, which is

backed up within Zionist Israel by a ruthless legal

machine that supports this process of genocide.

It appears that another Muslim country recognised this

pattern of strategic thinking and so the ‘Free Gaza’

movement is born with its main base in Turkey but

having supporters from around the world.

On 31 May 2010 65 km off the Gaza coast and in

international waters two Israeli gunboats executed their

Operation Sea Breeze or Operation Sky

Mavi Marmara, the lead boat of

Gaza Freedom Flotilla where over 600

individuals from more than 35 nations set out from

Cyprus with the aim to draw the world’s attention to

the fact that the Palestinian enclave, Gaza, is under

siege, and to break this blockade.

In the ensuing battle, if it can be called that, initially 19

but then reduced to 9 Turkish participants were killed

and four Israeli soldiers wounded. Of interest is the

Israeli claim that it viewed the flotilla activity as a

provocation ‘against the Israeli military’, participants

broke ‘international law’ and warrants had been issued

by an Israeli court prohibiting anyone from entering

World public outcry was impressive with Turkey not

shying away from outright condemnation of the Zionist

state for its brutal action against such a peaceful

protest. Turkey recalled its ambassador from Israel, as

did among others, South Africa, and Nicaragua

suspended diplomatic relations. Still, Israel informed

Turkey it would not apologize for this raid, and the USA

has remained silent on the issue with President Obama

merely commenting that “the status quo has to
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change”. The worry is that because Israel receives

over $3.1 billion dollars per year from the USA, which it

spends in arming itself, it can be concluded that the

USA funded the attack on this humanitarian action.

Two years have passed since the Gaza was attacked

and what is the result, if any, that has had any lasting

value and brought relief to the suffering Palestinian

people? Very little – very little indeed. Promises of

Palestinian statehood remain just that. Sudan is more

important for the global financial machinery that needs

oil resources, and so this largest of African countries

splits into two more manageable countries, much as

Nigeria was artificially federated during the 1960s when

the tragic Biafran war tore apart this former British

colony.

The only constant of lasting value – too long! - is this:

The US aid to Israel has been going on for six decades

without which this Zionist entity would not survive. So,

while the American people themselves are suffering

some extraordinary economic hardships, the US

government spends big on Israel. While the USA

supports Israel there is no hope for a settlement of this

horrible conflict. One historical factor that is a clear

operative within this conflict is the ‘Holocaust-Shoah’

narrative, which remains one of the Zionist’s major

propaganda weapon. It is a pity that many individuals

sympathetic to the Palestinians come from the

traditional Marxist-left who accept the ‘Holocaust-

Shoah’ narrative as true and have adopted it as one of

their premises on which their attack on the Zionist

regime rests.

The tragic shooting scenario in Tucson, Arizona on

Saturday 9 January 2011 is the event to watch because

already there is speculation that a ‘shadow government’

is ready to take control of the USA. The official scenario

as to what happened, who did the shooting and what

was the aim of it leads immediately into the question:

CUI BONO – in whose interest was this event?

The US economy is trillions of dollars in debt and

cannot escape in any way but to have wars and to

adopt a new currency. The adoption process, however,

takes time because the ‘rich’ need time to jettison their

now useless US dollars before adopting a new currency.

And from the economic-financial perspective we can

see emerging at Tucson a possible planned ‘insider job’

to push the world into another global system that would

fit comfortably into the new death dialectic that was set

on September 11, 2001 when the ‘insider job of 911’

set the win-lose parameters: freedom and democracy

and international predatory capitalism versus the

Muslim world, now branded a terrorist world.

Palestinians are, for the moment at least, not of great

interest to the global war machine because there are

few natural resources to be had, and its people are not

as yet developing nuclear power resources as is Iran!

Ref:

1.http://www.maannews.net/eng/ViewDetails.aspx?ID

=348865;

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/blog/2010/may/31

/israel-troops-gaza-ships

2.http://www.deseretnews.com/article/705280076/G
aza-children-return-to-school-after-22-day-war.html
3. "The Operation in Gaza - Legal and Factual Aspects,"

- 160-page report

http://www.mfa.gov.il/NR/rdonlyres/E89E699DA4354

91BB2D0017675DAFEF7/0/GazaOperation.pdf%3Cbr

4.http://english.aljazeera.net/news/middleeast/2010/

05/201053133047995359.html

*******
US banks 'foreclosed on record 1m homes in 2010'

BBC News, 13 January 2011

Banks repossessed a record one million US homes in 2010, and could surpass that number this
year, figures show.
Foreclosure tracker RealtyTrac said about five million

homeowners were at least two months behind on their

mortgage payments.

Foreclosure filings were up 1.67% from 2009, figures

Foreclosures are likely to remain numerous while

unemployment remains stubbornly high, the group

said. Among the worst hit states were Nevada, Arizona,

Florida and California, once at the heart of the housing

boom.

Peak ahead

Nevada had the highest foreclosure rate for the fourth

year in a row, with one in 11 housing units receiving a

foreclosure notice, and RealtyTrac said more than half

the nation's foreclosures occurred in Arizona, California,

Florida, Illinois and Michigan.

RealtyTrac said 2.9 million US households were subject

to a foreclosure filing last year, up 1.67% from 2009.

"2011 is going to be the peak," senior vice-president

Rick Sharga told the Associated Press news agency.

Foreclosures slowed toward the end of 2010 amid

revelations that banks had based the proceedings on

improper documentation, but the pace is likely to

rebound in the first quarter of 2011, Mr Sharga said.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business12184365#story

_continues_1

*******
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Denmark: Legal expert: New rules put pressure on freedom of expression

- EU’s Framework Decision will end freedom of speech

Jacob Mchangama: Implementation of 'the COUNCIL
FRAMEWORK DECISION on combating certain forms
and expressions of racism and xenophobia by means of
criminal law', means a court in Luxemburg will decide
what can be said in Denmark.

New EU laws force Denmark to punish 'hate speech'
with up to three years imprisonment, Jyllands-Posten,

Januar 2011:

'EU-countries act hypocritical, when on one side they
attack Hungary's new controversial media law for
subverting freedom of speech, while the European
Union on the other side is busy implementing legislation
which restricts the right of citizens to express
themselves.
Such is the criticism from Jacob Mchangama, chief
legal advisor of the liberalistic think tank Cepos, which
has analyzed the European Union's so called
'Framework Decision on Racism and Xenophobia'
[Danish here]. He warns that the Framework Decision
can result in serious restrictions of freedom of speech in
Denmark and other European countries.
The Framework Decision which is more or less unknown
to the wider public, was approved by EU governments
in 2008, and obliges amongst other things the member
states to criminalize and punish 'public incitement of
hate and violence against groups or individuals on the
background of race, skin color, religion, extraction,
nationality or ethnicity. The 27 European countries
oblige themselves to punish racism and xenophobia
with up to three years imprisonment.
The Framework Decision constitutes a serious
restriction of freedom of speech. It means that the
limits of what one is allowed to say, in the end will be
decided in Luxemburg by the EU court of justice. That
is highly disturbing, not least when comparing to other
European countries, where individuals are being
punished severely, and are sent to prison for things

which are not penalized in Denmark, ' says Jacob
Mchangama.
The Chief Legal Advisor points out that the Framework
Decision is very vague and unclear in its definitions of
racism and xenophobia, so today nobody really knows
what will be punishable to say tomorrow. What is hate
speech? And what does it mean to trivialize genocide?
'The real consequences of the Framework Decision will
only reveal themselves during the coming years, when
judgments will start coming from the EU courts. I 'm
afraid that the EU-Court of Justice will be found in favor
of positions according to which things which today we
can freely say in Denmark will become illegal, he says.
At the same time it is unsure how far Islam critical
people such as Geert Wilders from the Netherlands and
members of the Danish People's Party will be able to go
in their criticism of Islam in the near future.
According to Jacob Mchangama it is far from sure that
courts in other European countries or the European
Court of Justice will have the same liberal interpretation
of freedom of speech as Danish courts.
Previously the situation in Europe used to be that
countries had a right to criminalize expressions, but
they didn't have a duty to do so. Suddenly it has be
come an 'obligation to human rights' to outlaw certain
expressions. This also has been the case in the United
Nations, but UN conventions do not have the same
power as the EU court, which stands over national
justice, Mchangama says.
To me it seems completely schizophrenic, that EU
countries fight a tough battle against the efforts of
Muslim countries to restrict freedom of speech. This
makes it very hard to say to Muslim countries, that the
EU is fighting for freedom of speech, ' Mchangama
says.'
The above is part of an article by Jacob Mchangama.
The rest of the article is not on line.
More: http://blog.balder.org/?p=1138

*******
Gilad Atzmon: The Last Days of the Jewish State. January 12, 2011 at 11:48PM

A few minutes ago, I came across a press release

written by Left Israeli MK Nitzan Horowitz.

Horowitz, a member of Mertz Party, disclosed the new

suggestions made by the McCarthyite Knesset

Commission of Inquiry into Human Rights

Organizations. According to Horowitz, the commission

is now considering the following measures:

1. New bills and regulations restricting the entry to

Israel of anyone who may be affiliated with left activity.

This may take place without the need for court.

2. Putting an end to foreign citizens status, including

parents who are married to Israelis

3. Reducing drastically the rights of prisoners and

detainees - along with new initiatives of minimum

prison terms, increased enforcement, penalties and so

forth

4. Denial of Israeli citizenship from an increasing

numbers of Israelis convicted of various offences

5. Stripping Knesset members of their rights.

6. Giving judicial powers to administrative proceedings;

for example, the establishment of a clerical tribunal for

foreigners

7. Preventing the entry of Arab communities

8. Seize funding to cultural institutions that are

promoting ‘leftist materials’

9. Eliminating tax exemption on donations to human

rights organizations

10. Cancellation of contracts with public bodies

associated with human rights organizations.

11. Allocated assigning posts for civil service volunteers

to human right associations will be cancelled.

12. Restricting access to the websites of human rights

organizations and public institutions

13. Preventing the entry of representatives of human

rights organizations to educational institutions

I guess that the picture is clear. Israel turns against

itself. Its days are numbered.
http://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/gilad-atzmon-the-last-days-

of-the-jewish-state-1.html

*******
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GORDON DUFF:

MURDER IN ARIZONA-MORAL FLEXIBILITY AND RELATIVISM
Veterans Today, January 10, 2011

Gordon Duff & Fredrick Töben at Maumee, Ohio,

USA – 21 January 2011

_________

PLEASE, NO MORE “LONE GUNMEN”

By Gordon Duff STAFF WRITER/Senior Editor

Tucson, gunfire in the streets, a member of congress

set for public execution, the proverbial bullet to the

back of the head. Victim two, for good measure, a

federal judge, his life threatened hundreds of times,

dead. The collateral damage, regular people, let’s be

honest, “little people” no consequence to the press,

nothing special, simple “window dressing.”

What is the story here? Politics gone bad, gun nuts or

another of the seemingly endless string of “Manchurian

Candidates,” another “three name killer” to add to the

string of equally artificial “just add water” terrorists.

Imagine what our government has in store for us now.

A press story about printer cartridges, later proven

false, turned air travel into a nightmare of radiation and

sexual groping. My gut feeling tells me that there

wouldn’t have been a shooting at all unless there was a

draconian New World Order scam in the offing. Give it

a week or two, lets see how good a guesser I am.

GUN CRAZY OR SPECIAL OPERATIONS “STREET

THEATRE”

Lone gunman, misfit, or someone selected for “mind

control” as his videos allude to, picked out while

undergoing testing during his unsuccessful attempts to

join the military? Does anyone doubt that the shadow

government started “red tagging” fruitcakes like him

long ago, hundreds ready to be thawed out for just

such an occasion? How many have we seen so far?

You don’t think Timothy McVeigh really blew up the

Federal Building in Oklahoma City, do you?

The press, now 80% supposedly “independent” and

“alternative” will have a field day with this one. The

“alternative media” much of it anyway, funded and

controlled by moneyed political groups, tasked with

“roadblocking” any serious investigative journalism, will

be blaming “liberals” and “socialists” the second the

email with the talking points is pulled out of the spam

folder.

Some of it hit immediately, before the blood on the

parking lot was congealed. Yesterday’s media spin

focused on Anti-Semitism. If you didn’t see it, those of

us in the press did. Our email was filled with news

stories and press releases. This is where “moral

relativism” comes in. Give me a moment with this.

“MORAL RELATIVISM” AND POLITICAL EXPEDIENCE

We all agree, Gabrielle Gifford is an “innocent,” a

decent woman, progressive and caring. When faced

with political defeat, Gifford, a “pro-choice” liberal with

strong credentials for taking the honorable side on

issues, “found” a Jewish relative and “converted” to

Judaism. Finding a Jewish relative and “unfinding”

Christ is a form of “moral relativism.” Anyone who

doesn’t see that the link between genealogy and

revelation is purely financial is lucky to have lived long

enough to read these words.

A number of things can drive one when faced with a

moral decision, one that defines character.

“Relativism” is when you make a decision for “the

greater good,’ a decision which with many is little more

than rationalization. Sometimes it isn’t, thus, when

Jesus talks about those without sin casting the first

stone, he is defining ‘relativism.” (Matt: 7:1 “Judge not,

lest Ye be judged…”)

In the process, however, Gifford had to also, not only

“unfind” Christ. She also had to find herself ready to

answer the phone and do what she was told when the

call came in and it comes in, over and over. It isn’t all

“goodness and light,” sending unlimited money to Israel

or weapons, depleted uranium and white phosphorous

to be used on Gaza. It also involves keeping silent

when asked. Let’s take a look at how well “moral

relativism” worked in making 9/11 possible.

Relativism and flexibility is how people the Nazi’s put

into concentration camps can now, 65 years later, be

running one ten times the size of anything Hitler

imagined. Gifford is “right with that” and has stated it

repeatedly. Won’t she be surprised if she learns she

may not have been the victim of a “random act of

violence.” Did we have a “little Mumbai” in Arizona?

9/11 AND “MORAL RELATIVISM”

If you only recently learned about 9/11, Jesse Ventura

proving the Pentagon was blown up by a missile or

Judge Napolitano proving our government knew “9/11″ 

was coming years in advance, that those sworn to

protect us on 9/11 “stuck it to us,” you must have been

under a rock for awhile. The word is out, the

government did 9/11, Bush, Cheney, Israel and a cast

of others, sociopaths, fanatics, “relativists” showing us

their moral flexibility.
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“It may cost the lives of a few million people and

collapse the world economy but, in the end, I am going

to get that second vacation home I dreamed of.”

(definition of Moral Relativism)

The real “9/11″…there were no hijackers or phone calls, 

no passengers storming the cockpit, no throats cut with

box cutters. It was all made up.

No, Barb Olsen never made the famous cell phone calls

to her husband. No, there were no “seat back phones”

on the plane, the call never happened, all proven years

ago to be, well, part of a systematic cover-up of the

conspiracy 9/11 is. This is where Jesse Ventura got it

right, Barb Olsen, right wing pundit and wife of the

lawyer who put Bush into office, making 9/11 possible,

Barb Olson’s death on 9/11 will be what blows 9/11

wide open.

The irony may well be that Barb Olsen herself will be

there to see it.

The real story could have been simple. Mossad teams

were in New York. One was captured filming the

attack, arrested by NYPD because they were stupid

enough to be dancing in the streets celebrating the

murder of 3000 Americans. In Israel they are

considered national heroes. If you get the chance while

visiting, ask why. Make sure you have no weapons, no

sharp objects nearby.

Have you ever wondered what Israel was going to do

with videos of 9/11? Wait a minute, aren’t the

companies that always find those terror videos online

Israeli? Is this irony or, perhaps, something a bit more

sinister? Were we going to see these videos just like

the ones where Americans are killed by snipers or

people get their heads cut off. Connect these dots and

see where they take you.

Go back, in your mind, to September 11, 2001

With one of the terrorist squads responsible for 9/11 in

custody, the FBI went on an immediate nationwide

manhunt for more, not Arabs, but Israelis. Remember

hearing about FBI agents trying to catch a plane before

it left the country?

America was locked down, “tight as a tick,” all air traffic

grounded, all borders closed, checkpoints set up

everywhere, the most massive police operation in world

history. Every American was watching, hunting, fearful

and suspicious.

Why would a plane have to fly to Israel, under the

personal orders of the President of the United States?

Was the FBI on the trail of another of the teams? I

think we all know who was on the plane.These were the

terrorists, those responsible for the operation. It was

either get them to Israel or throw them down a well.

We now know the planning was done in the Pentagon

and White House. For 9 years it has been pieced

together. If Jesse and Geraldo, all unchallenged and

unrefuted, continue to be ignored by authorities, it will

be more than “moral relativism.”

Ask the dead from 9/11 or the families of the

thousands of American soldiers dead, the 400,000

wounded and disabled and the 2.4 million Muslims and

Christians killed in Iraq, Afghanistan and Pakistan.

Who can deny the use of the word “holocaust?”

Conspiracy, mass murder, millions dead, gangsters,

extremist freaks, ask anyone, ask Julian Assange. This

is the America he revels in exposing, America, the “fall

guy” for Israel.

WHEN MORAL RELATIVISM BITES BACK

If the “lone gunman” or the “box cutter” hijackers were

always who we were told they are, there would be no

question of “moral relativism.” In a world were an

imaginary hijacker can murder 3000 people or buildings

cynically demolished on hundreds of “first responders”

and the outcome is predictable, no questions asked, no

inconvenient “truth tellers,” talkative insiders are jailed,

gagged, murdered, others are silenced more creatively,

even less publicly.

Only a week ago, a top defense insider, popular with

veterans groups, up to his neck in germ warfare and

military secrets was murdered and thrown into a

garbage truck. A week later, for all the public knows,

he might have been hit by a meteorite. No one in the

news has asked anything, nor will they.

I am suggesting that they, “they” meaning our media

“overseers” got the word, “hands off.”

This time, “lone gunman”…”loner”….”malcontent….

The media is alerted, marshaling their forces, shills,

disinformants, provocateurs, assets, “sayanim,”

pundits, a colonel here, a general there, the “just add

water” thieves and liars brigade.

What is murder when you can invade countries, kidnap,

and torture or steal trillions. AIPAC wants Jonathan

Pollard released, not because he has been in prison so

long but they seem to be bothered by the absurdity of

jailing spies anymore. Jail is for whistleblowers only

nowadays.

NO SIGN THIS IS A TEA BAG HIT

The Palinites, also known as the Tea Party, are little but

Fascist wannabee’s, former playground snitches and

mama’s boys. They aren’t going to kill anyone with

their misspelled signs “pickup truck” anarchism. The

only thing a TP is a threat to is the “taters and gravy”

section of a $5 dollar buffet.

WHY A CONSPIRACY?

We now live in a world where conspiracy is Acom’s

Razor. When can you get a member of congress and

federal judge in a parking lot, middle of town, public

rally, both under death threats, no police in ten miles,

no US Marshals, no video cameras (Gifford always

brings a video team)? Kennedy warned us that secrecy

would bring us tyranny.

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2011/01/10/gordon-

duff-murder-in-arizona-moral-flexibility-and-relativism/

***
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OPPRESSION BREEDS REVOLUTION
By Dr. Frederick Toben for Veterans Today

TEHRAN, Iran—Media reports show there is a pervasive

restlessness among the middle classes in the Middle

East and elsewhere, a fact that began markedly to

capture world media headlines when Egypt’s populace

moved against their president, Hosni Mubarak. Barack

Obama is praying for a peaceful outcome, and

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton has condemned

outright any violent uprisings, but what the Al Jazeera

news service is transmitting live to the world, in

particular battle scenes around Cairo’s Tahrir Square, is

disquieting because here we have the development of a

possible tragic Egyptian civil war.

DR FREDERICK TÖBEN

Iranian media reports, of course, contain a deeper

understanding of what impulses and values are driving

this social upheaval because Iran’s own foreignignited

“regime change” effort last year, fueled with U.S.

dollars, failed to take off. That in itself is a powerful

indicator of Iranian political sophistication, or a

complete U.S. miscalculation as expressed in its

allegation that the election, which handed President

Dr.MahmoudAhmadinejad his second term, was rigged.

Mubarak agreed not to run for office again in August,

but this does not hide the deep contempt that Egypt’s

political elites feel for their own people.

The fact that the president’s immediate family has

taken flight to Great Britain fuels the Iranian political

narrative— which clearly states that Zionist operations

have now become fully transparent. In this respect it

does not help that newly appointed Prime Minister

Ahmed Shafiq apologized for the violence in central

Cairo. And this did not impress a large segment of the

18 million people who live in this ancient city. Similar

problems in Yemen portray the Arabic uprising as a

broader cry of “freedom, democracy and Islamic laws,”

and that the Muslim Brotherhood is ready to fill any

vacuum left by outgoing political regimes, certainly in

Egypt and Yemen, but also in most Arabic-speaking

Muslim countries.

The immediate Iranian concern rests with the

brotherhood’s direct support of Hamas in Palestine’s

Gaza Strip and Hezbollah’s pivotal political role in

Lebanon, and it is here that these two Iran-supported

groups deliver what the people need: a functioning

infrastructure and some semblance of civilization. Last

year a new supermarket was opened in Gaza,

something that, like the attempts to break the Gaza

blockade, completely shifts the focus away from the

occupiedWest Bank, whose Palestinians continue to

suffer horrendous human deprivations.

Dr. Hesham Tillawi pointed out the excessive world

focus on the Gaza tragedy because it overshadows the

ever-growingWest Bank tragedy. Here, Israeli

settlements have produced a Swiss cheeselike physical

and political structure, where shortages of basic

necessities cause untold suffering. When societies

break down, a political power vacuum is created.

Individuals with nothing to lose no longer fear social

and legal sanctions.

Thus we saw Egyptian prison administrations failing and

thousands of prisoners escaping into the night.A

number of police stations were also attacked, looted

and torched, indicating that people are arming

themselves because in any societal breakdown the

supply of food needs to be guaranteed. If this cannot

be done, then it’s time to hide and fend for oneself.

***

Dr. Fredrick Toben is an Australian national and the

founder of the Adelaide Institute. Töben has been

relentless pursued by the global thought police for

publishing his views of history—specifically on the

Holocaust and WorldWar II history— on the Adelaide

Institute website. He has served a prison sentence in

Germany for breaking Germany’s ban on discussing

such topics. He is also the author of several book

including 40 Days in Teheran, a recounting of his time a

the Iranian Revisionist conference held several years

ago. For more on Töben’s work and the Holocaust, got

to www.barnesreview.org and get a free catalog.

***

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2011/02/10/dr-

frederick-toben-oppression-breeds-revolution/

*******
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Life seems to run wild...

Most of the timelife

whispers only soft clues,

gently suggesting the path to

follow. Heed the whispers---

When you comprehend their'

meaning,dreams can be

attained and hopes fulfilled…

- Amelia Aremia -

***

Early Reflections on the Brendon O’Connel Case
Amelia Aremia – 24 February 2011

His actions in court will reflect on all who realize what is

happening, and its effect on the world today. There is

no freedom of speech for us...except whenever it can

be used against our efforts. That small group of world

elitists are most powerful because of their tightly knit

organizations around the world that makes them most

powerful, plus the financial backing they have of fiat

money that as soon as they rid themselves of it, will be

replaced and then they hold the power to control the

world.

The Courts:

How such a flagrant travesty of justice can be allowed

to continue in trials where an exaggerated and

grotesque ridicule of a fair justice system in a court of

law by governments supposedly governed

by "Democracy and Freedom" is beyond simple

reasoning. The formal denial of an allegation of fact

isn't given a fair chance to be proven. This is most

difficult to understand, and makes a scary situation

limiting freedom of speech, or thought, only to one

side.

It would seem that the courts have upset the checks

and balances of just law, for it is through the courts

and judges who have assaulted the time-honored

system of checks and balances through their arrogant

Masters who legislate through judicial fiat---by making

laws and social policies instead of merely interpreting

the law, and letting courts permit the plaintiff’s

evidence, which haven’t been proven as historically

factual, and defendants are not given a right to

question, or to prove their theories?

What "Political Correctness" is all about

In recent decades the courts have turned to sociological

jurisprudence, where judges base their decisions, not

on legal justice or precedent, but on the findings of

sociology and psychology. This is the beginning when

rights and freedom began to crumble. Unless countries

either curb the excesses of the courts and their allies,

the regulatory bureaucrats, all freedoms of speech and

thought will be lost.

If there is no independent tribunal to check judicial

excesses, all the written guarantees of rights in the

world will amount to nothing. Unless the remainder of

free countries return to a strict adherence of justice,

and restore the system of checks and balances, all shall

end up in a dictatorial rule by the arrogant elite of

bureaucrats, judges, and secret police who regard the

rest of the people as stupid--- fit only to be used as

their slaves, or herded into a collectivist prison. The

free world is in the worst era of judicial tyranny.

Many wise Greeks and Romans said that freedom and

equality are completely incompatible. And that is

so...when equality is imposed on the people, it is at the

cost of freedom, and justice stems from freedom which

all men crave and have the right to expect equal justice

for all under the laws of his country. Besides, equality

among people is contrary to all laws of nature. No two

people thrown together under conditions of natural

freedom and competition will ever remain equal.

Everyone is familiar with Thomas Jefferson, one of the

founding fathers who worked on the formation of a

ruling government for the new, young country in

America.

These great statesmen understood that men are

seekers of power, and therefore, bound them to the

laws of a Constitution. The Constitution that was

formed in the United States, gave the people the

greatest freedoms the world had ever known under a

Republic, governed by rule of laws. It is also worthy to

note that Thomas Jefferson originally said, “We are

equally free to ---,” but he was forced to change that

phrase to: “We are created equal to---.”

In those early days of the young states he warned:

“The government is your enemy.” That it is the duty

of the citizens to protect themselves from elected

officials who recklessly create laws and tax, tax, their

earnings, their properties, and all other purchases on a

daily basis. It is the business and duty of every citizen

to preserve the freedoms they were given in order to

hand them down to their children, and not to leave

them trillions of dollars in a heritage of debts.

Our present world conflict is the simple battle of

freedom and responsibility against a tyrannical form of

a one-world government that will bring us back into

slavery as the political pendulum swings in that

direction. The Western world has become bound to the

chains of the "One Worlders".

While revolutions, riots and complete chaos grows

around the world “Democracy and Freedom" is being

foisted upon the nations. These two words, in meaning,

are in complete opposite to each other and are used
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to lull the people into a belief we must unite into a

world government, a false sense of security.

The tyrants’ hold tighten, the strong devour the weak;

the innocents are frightened, yet the righteous fear to

speak out. We all have learned, sometime in our lives,

that ignorance of history, let alone contempt for it, is

bound to repeat.

We have let the new breed in the media create events,

which are reported out of context as mass

demonstrations bring about psychological warfare to

take over a country and make it ungovernable. Look

around the world, and you can see it happening.

There is a hope for a better world, a world with honor

and a future which no longer has a conspiracy for world

domination by an elite few. This is what more and more

people need to come to realize...as inflation,

unemployment, deficit spending making governments

insolvent to the point where they no longer can

protect their countries, and then become forced to

capitulate to the one worlders who have planned this....

*******

From: Fredrick Toben toben@toben.biz, 2 February 2011 11:50 AM

To: info@adelaideinstitute.org Subject: A brief Report from the US of A

Mr Peter Hartung, Director, Adelaide Institute
Peter, me mate – just a brief info update from me, and

also sent to a number of individuals as well as to those

mentioned by name below:

This morning around 1045 hours, Tuesday, 1 February

2011, James Damon drove me to Austin’s Bergstrom

International Airport where I had no problems booking

my onward journey to Los Angeles and Brisbane and

beyond. In fact, I was lucky; owing to the cold Arctic

front coming south again with its cold snap already

interrupting flights from the north-east of the USA, I

was asked if I would like to be re-booked on the earlier

LAX flight that would start boarding in about 5 minutes

time. My original 6pm flight from Austin to LAX was

already anticipating a delay – and that would be bad

news for my trying to connect to the Qantas flight

departing ten minutes to midnight at LAX.

Don’t you like my use of LAX instead of Los Angeles

International Airport – Tom Bradley International

Terminal?

As is usual if things go right there is always that

unknown factor that has control-freaks tearing out their

hair - a slight problem. I had checked in my bag

because it was possible for me to have it checked

through to Singapore – and you recall how on our trip

to Iran we found that Qantas does not transfer luggage

beyond Singapore to Kuala Lumpur Airport but that this

would have to be done Air Malaysia.

So, the two obliging reception ladies at the Austin

Admiralty Lounge made a phone call with the question:

can this black roller bag with a couple of red and

orange pom-poms be found and placed on this earlier

flight. Apparently only three bags had so far been

received for this later flight, and word came through

that my bag would be retrieved.

And I didn’t even have time to indulge in a

complimentary drink but had to make my way down to

Gate 13, immediately, below the lounge. This was a

relief because on my transit from Raleigh via Dallas-

Fort Worth to Austin I had a much longer trip to get

from D to A terminal, which I did per train service – but

then the gate number had changed from 13 to 38 and

so I actually walked the whole length of Terminal A. But

you know I need the exercise and so I saw all this as a

good way in getting fit...funny how sitting in a plane

can also make you feel too tired for walking...

Once on the plane I found my seat, a window seat in

Row 7 – later I learned that this seat costs $30,- extra,

like the EXIT seats, which cost about $80,-+ – and

glanced out the window where I could see the luggage

conveyor belt sitting there idle but not for long. The

trolley truck and three carriages came along and two

held the luggage destined for LAX.

I reminisced when I saw my bag making its way into

the hold because about 30 years ago I flew from

Lagos/Nigeria via Nairobi/Kenya to Harare/Zimbabwe

and at the transfer at Nairobi I was sitting in a window

seat as I was at Austin and saw how my suitcase wasn’t

going into the plane’s hold but was on a conveyor belt

going in the opposite direction. I alerted the flight

attendant and she alerted the captain who ordered the

closed plane door to be re-opened and I sprinted own

the gangway that was still attached to the plane and

jumped across a structure in the luggage holding area,

which was half roofed over, and grabbed my suitcase.

As I did my pants split – but did I care for that?

Somehow within a couple of minutes I was back on

board with my suitcase and within another minute or so

had a blanket around my waist and my pants in my

hands and a needle and thread in my fingers stitching

up the damage.

This time things ran more smoothly because it’s all

scanned technology that does the luggage handling,

though Johanna informed me that her luggage from the

SUA to Germany ended up somewhere in Asia – and

that indicates to me the USA is still functioning,

something that I noted during my six weeks stay was

still a matter of fact. For example, when a 911

emergency call was made from a housing estate in

Raleigh, it was only a matter of minutes before two

Ambulances, three police cars and two fire trucks

arrived. From hearsay reports it was a domestic

between a mother and daughter – so what’s new about

that?

Even our trip into the snowy northern USA was without

incident, except when on our way to Cleveland in front

of us a truck lost pieces of its iced-up roof and a lump
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of it hit the windscreen, causing a fine horizontal hair-

line crack, which fortunately did not extend from end to

end and then only about five inches from the top. Still,

in time this windscreen needs to be replaced – thanks

to the weather ... and not to my driving!

All in all, here at LAX all is well and I am preparing

myself for that 14+ hour flight to Brisbane, this 3-hour

flight from Austin to LAX is nothing compared to what’s

ahead of me. Then, of course, it’s a five-hour transit at

Brisbane before heading for that 7h+ Singapore flight

and where I will make that overnight transit Hotel stop

for the minimum of six hours, then pay for each

additional hour....

And the next leg of the journey to Teheran you well

know, which is just over 8 hours, with that additional

50 minute flight from Singapore to Kuala Lumpur,

Malaysia.

And so I depart the USA after a most enjoyable and

informative time spent with friends, and I do hope my

US exit will not cause headlines such as:

'Toben found with 22 books in his bag all questioning

the Holocaust!'

Now a few words of thanks to my US hosts

- shovelling snow in Raleigh -

- coffee time at Paneris -

- Raleigh: Amelia who had the patience to tolerate me

for so long - but we did not talk matters Holocaust-

Shoah all the time as it’s really such a boring topic now

because the facts are out but we lack the political

power to spread the truth, which will happen

automatically when it is not a business proposition

anymore. The USA will be saved as a political unit if

individuals return to the wisdom enshrined within the

Constitution.

- Washington: Elisabeth, Willis & Amelia – and

their German Shepherd, Hasso – who more than any

other couple I know have weathered the enemies’

onslaught, even the most painful one – the enemy from

within. Why have they lasted the distance? They have

their moral and intellectual integrity in-tact, something

that is not easy to sustain especially when former

friends attempt to destroy that which they have

created.

- Toledo/Maumee: Carol and Gordon – and their

many cats – who delighted us with their hospitality at

short notice, and a different focus/perspective as to

what ails the world. That the global problems are multi-

faceted and that it is simplistic to blame just one

‘perpetrator’ still has me pulling out the quip: ‘Don’t

blame XXX; blame those that bend to their pressure’.

The inverse of this is the thought censored by Amelia

as she edited my book: ‘Nobody like me: I xx xx and I

bend over – it not help’.

Of course, underpinning this thought structure is the

death dialectic of win-lose instead of the life-giving

dialectic process of win-win, which additionally has a

civilizing effect – as the individuals I met embody so

nicely, and that keeps me humble ...

- Austin: Johanna and James – and their 12-year old

doggy- and I have a blank as to her name, which is not
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a rarity anymore. [Lilie!] I think I need those memory

pills that are now so quickly and freely handed to

individuals who are ‘suffering’ usually from an

‘extremely rare form of dementia’. Then again, I think

I’ll stick to my invisible Happiness Pills that I am selling

for free to anyone who wants them. To date I have not

succeeded in this venture but I must admit I myself do

take one a day.

Our trip in James’ 25-year-old Honda along Route 35 to

San Antonio is an adventure in itself and the fuel

economy is startling, and though one cylinder has a

broken ring there is no smoke pouring out because the

additive oil is smokeless – a miracle in technological

advancements.

The Alamo has a monument that lists the heroes who

gave their lives for a cause – and it includes the names

of two of James’ ancestors. Today James is the

translator of things German and although he has his

Weltanschauung his primary passion is the German

language, something both Johanna and James instruct

in the evenings at the Free German School, Austin.

James informs his students that mark Twain was a

great Germanophile as well.

Of interest is that while writing this I receive a call on

my mobile phone from, of all places, Israel. It’s a

recorded message whose content I naturally do not

understand. Such is life. My mobile with Sydney time

says it’s 11:20am.

Sadly I missed to say hello to Michael in New York, Art

in Chicago, John in Pittsburg, and Raymond in Victoria,

TX,

So, now with much gratitude to the above who made

my stay in the US of A a somewhat positive affair, I

surprise myself in forgetting to mention the Tucson

massacre and how that impacted on the dialectic set on

9:11, and its failure to fuse into a massive onslaught on

the First Amendment, though little ol' Foxy Foxman had

the script all ready, and now the external expression of

this dialectic in the Egyptian, et al, uprising - I am now

off to Teheran for that Bioethics conference where the

equivalent ‘uprising’a year ago failed because the

Iranians are a proud nation that can withstand external

interference of the materialistic and intellectual kind –

until later.

Fredrick

*****

A Long Journey from Austin, TX to Teheran, Iran

While in transit at Changi Airport, Singapore, I noticed

how clean the whole airport complex is, especially the

restroom facilities where a constant stream of

passengers could easily mess things up. But this is

Singapore where chewing gum is a criminal matter and

where drug convictions lead to the death penalty.

This small nation-state of about 4.5 million people is

run on National Socialist lines where race matters. In

fact, if you are like me and have no racial awareness,

then you could be excused for believing that this

harmonious multi-racial society could become a model

for the world where physical untidiness and mental

untidiness are governed and enforced through legal

means, i.e. if the social discipline should fail.

It is rumoured that in time the Malay will regain control

of the currently Chinese-dominated city-state because

the Chinese are not procreating anymore. But that

story most Europeans around the world can also relate

to as they have succumbed to a hedonistic-nihilistic

materialistic pleasure ideology where generational

thinking has no home.

It is reported that during this New Year about 700

million Chinese return home to celebrate the New Year,

and this is an indication that although officially

atheistic/communistic in ideology, the Chinese have

again found their religious impulse that includes, if not

outright ancestor worship, but then at least a visit to

some family member who has remained back in the

village while others followed and embraced the material

imperative that for a few decades now did not shun

self-enrichment as a way of life. But then again the

dead-end Marxist rhetoric you still officially find in

China has long been superseded by a healthy

Nationalist and Socialist imperative.

On 4 February 2011 the Chinese New Year of the

Rabbit begins, which is all about having good luck

throughout the year – good luck, happiness and wealth

are values much prized by Chinese peoples. I sense,

though, that such values are universally cherished and

the countless ideologies jostling for recognition seem to

have this component built into them as well. In The

New Paper of 4 February 2011, it states:

“Amid public concerns about soaring food and housing

prices, Premier Wen Jia Bao pledged in his New Year’s

message this week that the country’s leaders would

work to keep inflation in check and curb real estate

speculation.”

Isn’t this also a global phenomenon, a global problem

that’s reflected in the people uprisings in Tunisian,

Egyptian, Yemen, among others? The paper also

reports on ‘Wall St execs get $1.7 billion in pay-outs’ –

so, what’s new? What values is driving humanity into a

disaster? For over six decades it has been Adolf Hitler

and the Nazis – and the Holocaust-Shoah – that could

conveniently be used as a scapegoat and deflect from

an analysis of the underlying flawed financial system

that’s driving our global economy.
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I leave my transit hotel to fly those 35 minutes to Kuala

Lumpur, Malaysia, which for some would have been the

time it took them to get to the airport. Making that

road trip is usually a nicer affair if you are travelling

with your family because then after driving across the

bridge and settling down on that 300-odd km trip on a

fine highway at least ensures you have transport at

your disposal in Malaysia.

As on the previous occasion when in November 2010 I

travelled with Peter to Iran, at Kuala Lumpure’s Airport

the C16-17 gates are reserved exclusively for Iran-

bound passengers, and it is staffed by Iranian security.

Already I am getting a taste of Iranian society because

I see among the passengers numerous children running

about in untroubled bliss making unobtrusive joyous

sounds as they chase one another around the seating

area, with mothers and fathers worried about the mild

commotion their brood so innocently create.

Again it is a full flight, and for the many lady

passengers this western-perceived liberation

phenomenon of free-flowing hair will soon give way to

head-scarves and hijab – and liberated western men

know how dragon-like the non-traditional and liberated

western woman can become. The Iranian woman adds

to that armoury a religious tradition and sharp intellect

where the short-cut of an open blouse gives way to

piercing eyes of approval or disapproval. Sometimes I

think Iranian men need some liberation theology, but

such musings are misplaced because in Iran the family

enterprise is still a viable proposition but it too, as

elsewhere in the world, is under threat. Where in the

past Iranians married young and began a family

relatively early all that, sadly, is now delayed on

account of the economic imperative.

The Uprising in Arabic-speaking Muslim countries

Media reports indicate there is a pervasive restlessness

among the so-called middle classes in the Middle East

and elsewhere, which began markedly to capture world

media headlines when Egypt’s populace moved against

its President Hossaein Mubarak.

US President Obama is praying for a peaceful outcome

and Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton, condemns

outright any violent uprising, but what the Dohar-

based news channel, ,Al Jazeera is transmitting live to

the world, in particular scenes of battles around Cairo’s

Tahrir Square, is disquieting to say the least because

here we have the development of a possible tragic

Egyptian civil war.

Iranian media reports, of course, have a deeper

understanding of what impulses and values are driving

this social upheaval because its own foreign-ignited

‘regime change’ last year, under US-backed Mousavi

and millions of US dollars, failed to take off.

That in itself is a powerful indicator of Iranian political

sophistication – or a complete US miscalculation as

expressed in its assertion that the election, which

handed President Dr Mahmoud Ahmadinejad his second

term, was anything but free and fair.

That Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak agrees not to

run again for office in August but this does not help to

hide the deep contempt in which Egypt’s political elite

holds its own people. The fact that the President’s

immediate family has taken flight to the usual bolt-

hole, Great Britain, fuels the Iranian political narrative,

which clearly states that Zionist machinations have now

become fully transparent. In this respect it does not

help that newly appointed Prime Minister, Ahmed

Shafiq, apologised for the violence in central Cairo. But

this did not impress a large segment of the 18 million

people that live in this city.

Likewise similar problems in Yemen compact the Arabic

uprising into a broader cry of ‘freedom and democracy

and Islamic laws’, and the Muslim Brotherhood is ready

to fill any vacuum left by outgoing political regimes,

certainly in Egypt and Yemen, but also in most Arabic-

speaking Muslim countries.

The immediate Iranian concern rests with its direct

support of Hamas in Palestine’s Gaza and Hesb’allah’s

pivotal political role in Lebanon, and it is here these two

Iran-supported groups deliver what the people need: a

functioning infrastructure and some semblance of

civilisation. Last year a new supermarket was opened in

Gaza, something that like the attempts to break the

Gaza blockade completely shifts the focus away from

the occupied West Bank whose Palestinians continue to

suffer horrendous human deprivations. It was Dr

Hesham Tillawi who pointed out the misplaced world

focus on the ‘nakbar’ that retains exposure to the Gaza

tragedy but fails to detail the ever-growing West Bank

tragedy. Here Israeli settlements have produced a

Swiss cheese-like physical and political structure where

deprivations of basics causes untold suffering.

Direct Iranian Concerns as the Muslim/Arabic-speaking

populace finds a united voice

When societies break down a political power vacuum is

created that causes individuals not to fear social and

legal sanctions, and so we saw Egyptian prison

administrations failing and thousands of prisoners

escaping into the night. A number of police stations

were also attacked, looted and torched, indicating that

people are arming themselves because in any societal

breakdown the supply of food needs to be guaranteed.

If this cannot be done, then it’s time to hide and fend

for oneself, which is not so nice a prospect, especially

for those who cannot any longer solely rely on any

income.

‘Egyptian rising up against servitude to US: Leader’

‘Egyptian rising up against servitude to US: Leader’, so

claims the 5 February 2011 front-page headline of

Iran’s leading foreign language newspaper, Tehran

Times, then reports how the Supreme Leader of the

Islamic Revolution, Ayatollah Khamenei, at the

traditional Friday Prayers at Tehran University ‘lauds

Islamic awakening in Egypt, Tunisia, and entire Arab

world ...For 30 years this country [Egypt] has been in

the hands of someone who is not only not seeking
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freedom, but himself is the enemy of the quest for

freedom. Not only is he not anti-Zionist, but he is the

companion, colleague, confidant, and in a sense, the

servant of the Zionists’.

Friday Prayers is used to disseminate the official party-

line of the Iranian government.

The newspaper’s report continues citing the Leader:

“However, Western countries are making efforts to

deflect the world’s attention from the main cause of the

uprising and say they occurred due to the economic

problems”.

Commenting on the U.S. official statement that the

situation in Egypt is all about democracy, the Majlis

[Parliament] speaker, Dr Ali Larijani, said the U.S’s

purpose is probable to promote ‘camel democracy’,

after pro-Mubarak supporters rode camels through the

anti-Mubarak protesters in Cairo’s Tahis Square.

National Politics

The Supreme Leader also stated that on 11 February,

the 32rd anniversary of the Islamic Revolution, Iran will

finally become self-sufficient in gasoline production.

This fact of being a major oil producer, then having to

import fuel because it has no oil refineries, is of coursed

a sore point with those Iranians who have had enough

of this perpetual revolution. Yet, this nationalistic aim

to become autark-self-sufficient is still strong, and the

nuclear issue is where Iranian dependence and reliance

in overseas research is amply illustrated. Via sanction-

breaking governments around the world, Iran can get

its hand on anything it needs – thanks to the world’s

need for oil – everything except super computer

technology. But even here the leading European Union

countries are yielding to Iran’s wishes.

Hence German and Italian diplomats are reported to

have welcomed the appointment of Iran’s new Foreign

Minister, Ali Akbar Salehi who replaced Mottaki, the

latter perhaps being too closely associated with the

2006 Holocaust conference that was so upsetting for

the friends of Israel – and to those 85 nations that have

signed an accord with Israel over the observance/

teaching of matters Holocaust-Shoah.

Another news item reports that the commander of the

Iranian Army, Major General Ahmad Reza Pourdastan,

said the army was ready to maintain the security of the

country, and since 9/11 is planning to hold

‘asymmetrical’ war games.

And still another report claims that by 20 February the

Bushehr nuclear power plant will begin to feed about

400 megawatts of electricity into the national power

grid, then a few months later will reach maximum

capacity of 1000 megawatts.

I must admit when I read such reports I am reminded

of my visit to the Soviet Union during the 1970s. I

would visit exhibits that literally blinded you with

figures by painting a statistical picture of industrial

output so daunting that the subsequent confrontation of

physical reality revealed how divorced theory and

practice had become. The rhetorical-ideological chatter

hid the physical misery ordinary Russians suffered.

Traffic congestion

This kind of impression is absent from my past decade’s

observation of Iran society. Every day 1000 new cars

enter the Teheran road system, which is made possible

in parts by Iran’s own car production and, more

importantly, by the government subsidising fuel

purchase through a coupon system. This kind of

charitable trait, of course, is frowned upon by our

western predatory capitalist system where anyone who

cannot afford material possessions is deemed to be a

result of personal failure.

Teheran traffic for the newcomer is an educational

experience as cars move bumper-to-bumper weave in

and out of the four lane flow seeking their advantage –

and accidents are relatively rare. This is because

Iranians practice self-interest, which means that it is

the principle of compromise that prevents road rage

incidents. There are few SUVs and other such monsters

on Iranian roads, which characterises the American car

traffic.

While observing the city traffic flow I recall that on my

way back from San Antonio to Austin, Texas, the

Interstate 35 is a bumper-to-bumper drive where a

large traffic component is made of trucks. A reader’s

letter captures the problem faced by traffic engineers:

Letters: Austin American-Statesman

Monday, 31 January, 2011,

Austin traffic

Re: Jan. 21 article “Austin rises to 3rd on bad traffic list,

though level of congestion has idled.”

After five years in New Mexico, we returned to Austin to

live in a high-rise with a wedge view of Interstate 35

and could not believe our eyes – a funeral parade of

18-wheelers three car-lengths apart grinding through

Austin. North American Free Trade Agreement trucks

are travelling back and forth to Laredo on America’s

main street.

Are any trucks taking the by pass – Texas 130? If not,

Austin is taking the biggest NAFTA hit in the country.

Why are none of our leaders lifting a finger? Where is

the outrage in Austin? Why are these trucks not

required to use the bypass?

Is the toll too high? Is the route inconvenient? Should

the Texas Department of transportation take it over

from the toll road authority? Should the feds take it

over? These trucks should not be rolling through our

city. Austin is paying too large a price for the current

policy. Rodger Burson-Austin.

And so I ready myself for the 2nd International

Congress of Bioethics, 5-7 February 2011, Teheran,

Iran – of which more in the next newsletter –

www.iranbioethics2011.ir

***


